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“A unique look into Lincoln’s world

The Illinois Abraham Lincoln lived in—a place of unbroken prairie, steamboats, railroads, log cabins, and rural county seats—long ago gave way to the modern world of interstate highways, commercial farmland, and cities. Yet houses and inns from Lincoln’s time survive, providing a physical connection to the past.

This richly illustrated compendium of twenty-two historic buildings in the Abraham Lincoln National Heritage Area includes houses, a hotel, and an art center, all of which are open to the public. Each site links today’s visitors with a place Lincoln lived, a home of a Lincoln friend or a colleague, or a spot that illuminates Lincoln’s era and legacy in central Illinois. Along with dozens of modern full-color photographs and historical photographs, entries contain explorations of historical connections to Lincoln and detailed information about exceptional features and artifacts. Complete with maps, the book is a handy guide for day trips, extended tours, or armchair adventures.

The four homes in which Lincoln or members of his extended family lived include Thomas Lincoln’s log cabin and the Vachel Lindsay house, where Mary Lincoln’s sister, Ann Todd Smith, resided in Springfield. Eight homes of Lincoln’s friends and acquaintances, including John Greene Shastid and David Davis, give the impression that Lincoln easily moved between humble halls and lavish parlors. Ten other sites reveal how nineteenth-century Illinoisans lived and show that Lincoln’s cultural legacy was still very much alive long after he left the state. An appendix features related sites and the Pittsfield talking house tour.

A showcase of Illinois heritage, this enlightening guide promotes a new understanding of Lincoln’s relationships with family, friends, colleagues, and political allies and inspires readers to visit these historic treasures in person.
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## Introduction

### Part 1. Lincoln and Family

1. **Second Lincoln-Berry Store**  
   - Lincoln's New Salem State Historic Site, Petersburg

2. **Lincoln Log Cabin State Historic Site**  
   - Lerna

3. **Lincoln Home National Historic Site**  
   - Springfield

4. **Vachel Lindsay Home State Historic Site**  
   - Springfield

### Part 2. Lincoln's Friends and Colleagues

5. **Edwards Place Historic Home**  
   - Springfield

6. **Elijah Iles House**  
   - Springfield

7. **Shastid House**  
   - Pittsfield

8. **Governor Richard J. Oglesby Mansion**  
   - Decatur

9. **David Davis Mansion State Historic Site**  
   - Bloomington

10. **C. H. Moore Homestead**  
    - Clinton

11. **Fithian Home**  
    - Danville

12. **Milton K. Alexander House**  
    - Paris

### Part 3. Lincoln's Times and Legacy

13. **Governor Joseph Duncan Mansion**  
    - Jacksonville

14. **Broadwell Inn**  
    - Pleasand Plains

15. **Carl Sandburg State Historic Site**  
    - Galesburg

16. **Joseph Smith Homestead and Mansion House**  
    - Nauvoo

17. **Dr. Richard Eells House**  
    - Quincy

18. **John Wood Mansion**  
    - Quincy

19. **William Watson Hotel**  
    - Pittsfield

20. **Trobaugh-Good House (Homestead Prairie Farm)**  
    - Decatur

21. **William Reddick Mansion**  
    - Ottawa

22. **Bryant Cottage State Historic Site**  
    - Bement
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